
ACTION REQUIRED by all AGIIS Subscribers who have a GLN Subset or an EBID 
Subset.  
 
Executive Summary  

This communication will provide subscribers information regarding the timing, 
implementation and subscriber impact of the first De- duplication recommendation, Sub-
standard Data Edits and Entity Inactivation. There are two phases to this recommendation 
the first being the addition of Sub-standard data edits which encompass entities with 
addresses that do not meet USPS standards and do not contain the address edit override 
flag and entities that contain unauthorized terms, words or symbols within the name or 
address fields. These new edits will be added to the system on November 11, 2011 (The 
new sub-standard data edits are listed in Appendix A and existing sub-standard data edits 
are listed in Appendix B). The second phase will be the substandard data processing which 
will inactivate sub-standard data from the AGIIS database. The processing will occur 
Thanksgiving weekend (11/24/2011 – 11/27/11). During the processing period, the AGIIS 
website and bulk processes (inbound and outbound) will be unavailable.  

For subscriber’s that would like to be proactive and clean-up their subsets before an entity 
is inactivated we have provided specific action steps subscribers can follow. There is also a 
section for each phase that describes the subscriber impact. If subscribers have any 
questions or concerns about any part of the process they can contact the AGIIS Help Desk - 
Email: helpdesk@agiis.org Phone: 1-866-251-8618  

Phase 1 -Substandard Data Edits  

It is important to eliminate substandard data where possible. Substandard data is data that 
does not meet current AGIIS business rules or does not meet the new standard for data in 
AGIIS. Substandard data prevents accurate search results and entity matching in AGIIS. 
The substandard data will exist in either the “name” or address demographics.  

Entities with substandard “address” data are entities with invalid addresses that do not have 
the Address Override flag. In November of 2009, an address standardization process was 
done to all addresses with a 5 digit zip code (standardized zip codes have 9 digits), so as 
many addresses as possible were updated programmatically. The remaining records with 
invalid addresses (5 digit zip codes) and no address override flag will be considered 
substandard data.  

Entities with substandard “name” data are entities with names containing data that does not 
pass the new data edits.  In order to allow valid names into but prevent substandard name 
data from entering AGIIS, a “Name Edit Override” flag will be added to AGIIS by November 
11. If you update or add a record that does not pass the name edits and the name is a valid 
entity name, you may click the “Name Edit Override” flag to submit the request to the AGIIS 
Help Desk for review. If the name is found to be valid, your request will be accepted. If the 
Help Desk determines that the name contains substandard data, the request will be 
declined. Records with the “Name Edit Override” will not be reviewed in future substandard 
data processing/inactivation.  

On November 11, 2010, the new edits will be applied to AGIIS to prevent substandard data 
from entering the system using the website or bulk load processes. Any existing records 
that contain substandard data may be updated and  
the substandard data removed to meet the new standards and prevent the record from 
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being inactivated during the Substandard Data Processing phase of the project.  
 
Subscriber Impact of Phase 1:  Beginning November 11, 2011 subscribers will no longer 
be able to add substandard data to the AGIIS system.  
 
ACTION: To be completed between 10/25/11 to 11/23/11  

1. Request your AGIIS subsets using the “Entity Subset Extract”.  
        a. Request a file containing all of the entities in your EBID or GLN subset from the 
AGIIS website (Entity - Manage Extracts privilege required).  
        b. Only one subset extract is permitted at a time so if you need an EBID Subset Extract 
AND a GLN Subset Extract, submit a request for one of the files and wait until you receive 
the confirmation email before requesting the other.  
        c. For detailed instructions to request a subset extract file, see the Request Entity 
Subset Extract tutorial (AGIIS,  Help menu, click on Tutorials, read the instructions for 
navigating tutorials, and then select the tutorial named  “Request Entity Subset Extract” 
from the Entity Maintenance section of the page.  
2. Locate Substandard Data in Your AGIIS Subset Extract File.  
        a. Do comparisons or queries of records in your subset extract files against the list of 
substandard data elements  listed in “Appendix A” to identify records with substandard data 
( name and/or address fields)  
        b. Identify invalid addresses  
                   i. Invalid addresses can be easily identified because they will not have the +4 
digits of the zip code.  
                  ii. After the records with invalid addresses are located, eliminate the records with 
an “Address Override” flag (meaning that the record has been reviewed and approved by 
the AGIIS Help Desk).  
                 iii. The remaining records will be considered substandard data and will be 
inactivated unless action is taken to correct the address(s).  
3. Correct Records with Substandard Data to Prevent Inactivation  
        a. After identifying substandard data in your subset extract files, update the 
corresponding record in AGIIS to remove the substandard data  
        b. If you verify that the name containing substandard data is correct, use the Name 
Edit Override to submit the record to the AGIIS Help Desk for review.  
        c. If you verify that the address is correct, but not recognized by the USPS, use the 
Address Override to submit the record to the AGIIS Help Desk for review.  
        d. Correct data in your internal system as necessary  
4. Records inactivated by the Substandard Data Process (the next phase) will be 
communicated to you in your GLN Update Extract and your EBID Update Extract. If you do 
not get Entity Update Extracts (files detailing changes made to entities in your subset), 
contact the AGIIS Help Desk to make arrangements to receive these important files. The 
following information will need to be provided to the help desk to set-up the extracts:  
        a. Supply type of subset – GLN, EBID or both  
        b. The file format desired: XML, Excel (CSV),  
        c. Arrange delivery method (often based on file format). Provide email address of 
recipient.  
        d. Select delivery frequency: daily, weekly or monthly.  
 
 



Phase 2 - Substandard Data Processing (11/24/2011 – 11/27/11)  

All entity records in AGIIS will be edited using the existing and new entity edits. Those 
records that do not pass the edits will be inactivated over Thanksgiving weekend of 
11/24/2011 – 11/27/11. You will be notified of the records  
in your subset that are inactivated by your EBID Update Extract and your GLN Update 
Extract. Inactive records in AGIIS are not valid for use.  
 
Subscriber Impact of Phase 2:  

•    AGIIS will not be available 11/24/2011 to 11/27/11. (Website and inbound/outbound bulk 
processes)  

•    Subscribers who did not make corrections to records in their subset during Phase 1 will 
need to reactivate and update entities important to their business that were inactivated 
during Phase 2.  
 
ACTION: To be completed after Substandard Data Processing 11/28/2011  

1. Compare inactivated records in your AGIIS entity update extract (received after the 
Substandard Data Processing) to records in your internal systems.  
2. If you need identifiers for entities that were inactivated, search AGIIS for active records 
that represent the entities you need;  
       a. If found, add those records to your AGIIS subset and use the identifier(s) for e-
business transactions.  
       b. If an existing active record is not found, submit a reactivation request for the inactive 
entity and update the demographic information to comply with the new edits.  
                i. The request will be reviewed by the AGIIS Help Desk.  
                ii. If the reactivation request meets the business rules, the record will be 
reactivated.  
                iii. If business rules are not met, the reactivation/update request will be declined.  

 

Reference Appendix A for the list of new Substandard Data Edits. Appendix B provides the 
existing Substandard Data Edits.   

 

Contact the AGIIS Help Desk if you have questions about any part of this process  
Email: helpdesk@agiis.org Phone: 1-866-251-8618  
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Appendix A  

Note:  The asterisk (*) in following examples is used as a wild card.  Anything or nothing can 
be present in place of the *.  

New Substandard Data Edits 

*- CASH  *Cattle Acc*  *Food Acc*  *Regular Acc*  *Store Acc*  

* et al*  *Chem*Acc*  *FUEL ACC*  *Rep Acc*  
*Swine 
Acc*  

*Ag Acct*  *CHEMICAL ACC*  *General Acc*  *Respray*Acc*  *Temp Acc*  

*Ag Account*  *Closed*  *Grain Acc*  
*RESTRICTED 
ACC*  

*Test Acc*  

*AGRONOMY 
ACC*  

*COD ACC*  
*GROWER 
SALE*  

*Sale*Cash*  
*Test 
Grower*  

*ATTN *  *COD ONLY*  *Hay Acc*  *seed dump*  
*Timber 
Acc*  

*Bean Acc*  *COD SALES  *Hog Acc*  *seed Manager*  
*Tobacco 
Acc*  

*C ASH SALE*  *COTTON ACC*  *HOLD ACC*  *Seed*Acc*  
*Transfer 
Acc*  

*C.O.D.*  *Cow Acc*  *Holding Acc*  *Spec* Acc*  *Truck Acc*  

*C/O*  *Credit Card*  *House Acc*  *Split Acc*  
*Wheat 
Acc*  

COD *  *Crop*Acc*  *Internal Acc*  *Spray Acc*     

*-Cash  *Customer*  *Inventory*  % or * anywhere in name  

*CASH ACC*  *Dec'd*  *Land Acc*  Co name = Account (only)  

*CASH Cust*  *Deceased*  *Master Acc*  
First name = 5 digit number, 
Last name = Cash  

*CASH ONLY*  *DEFER*ACC*  *Material Acc*  
First name = Account, Last 
name = Cash  

*Cash Patron*  *Deferred*  *Misc*Acc*  
First name = Cash, Last name 
= Cash  

*CASH 
Reimbursement*  

*Delete*  *Misc*Cash*  First name = Farms  



*CASH S.A.*  *Expense Acc*  *New Acc*  First name = LLC, LLLP, LLP  

*CASH SAL*  
*EXPERIMENTAL 
ACC*  

*NOVARTIS 
ACC*  

Last name = *CashSale*  

*CASH Tickets*  *Farm Acc*  
*PETROLEUM 
ACC*  

Last name = Account (only)  

*Cash-*  *Feed Acc*  *Pig Acc*  Last name = Manager  

*Cash/*  *FEEDLOT ACC*  *Postal Acc*  
Last name = II, III, IV, V, VI 
(only 1)  

*CASHSALE*  *FERT*ACC*  *Poultry Acc*  
Last name = LLC, LLLP, LLP 
(only 1)  

*Cash-Sale*  *Fert*Only*  *Ranch Acc*  Last name = MC (only)  

Address Edits: 

Invalid address without address override flag    (Address without +4 digit zip and no address 
override flag)  

RR without box number  

General Delivery  

Unknown 

 

Lorie Gasso 
AGIIS Directory Administrator / Manager 
CSC 
 


